We studied models of inflation with a preferred clock specifying the end of inflation and giving the curvature perturbations, coupled with another non-equivalent clock that at late times defines the same frame and do not contribute to the density perturbations. This can happen in the framework of dissipative EFT of inflation where the additional degrees of freedom include a fluid developing sound waves propagating with sound speed c sr . The fluid defines a preferred frame comoving with it. The paradigmatic example of this is the warm inflation scenario. We studied the dynamics of this systems during inflation and the three-point function. We saw that in the strong dissipation regime the nonlinear parameter induced by the new terms is |f NL | ∼ 1/c 2 sr , not enhanced by the dissipation parameter which enters the two-point function. We checked that the squeezed limit of the three-point function still satisfies the consistency condition with corrections of order O(k 2 L /k 2 S ). We computed the Planck constraints for the case of warm inflation obtaining a bound of γ 10 5 H for the clock coupled to radiation. For decreasing sound speed the bound decreases. We also checked that the shape of the three-point function corresponding to the model studied here is a mixture between equilateral and orthogonal with a small local component, which is more consistent with Planck's results.
Introduction
Recently, in [1] the effective field theory (EFT) of single-field inflation was generalized to include dissipative effects. In these kind of models one thinks of a preferred clock breaking time diffeomorphisms, as in the EFT of single-field inflation, coupled to a dissipative sector composed of additional degrees of freedom (ADOF). The EFT describing these kind of systems is different from the one describing multi-field inflation [2] . In multi-field inflation the extra degrees of freedom are directly affecting the dynamics at late times after the mode exits the horizon. They can modify the reheating time and therefore the duration of inflation for example. In the dissipative EFT of inflation the ADOF only couple to the clock at early times before the mode we observe exits the horizon. Although they share the presence of an extra sector coupled to the clock the features of these two models are very different [1, 2] .
In this paper we will still concentrate on the case of dissipative effects of inflation with a preferred clock but we will consider systems where the ADOF develop a time-like four vector u µ O = 0 with non-vanishing expectation value, thus defining a second preferred frame. To stay within the framework of dissipative EFT of inflation this frame must coincide with the preferred frame fixed by the first clock at late times. We will see that the presence of such a four-vector's dynamics produces an interaction which is non-local in time on a scale of a Hubble time 1 . Therefore some of the approximations used in [1] are no longer valid. The phenomena driving this non-local behavior are sound waves in the fluid parameterized by a speed of sound c sr .
An example of this kind is the warm inflation scenario [3] . The inflaton is a scalar field coupled to a fluid (radiation) thus defining two preferred frames, the one comoving with the fluid and the one where the inflaton field is homogeneous. In this model the radiation is in a thermal state and the decay of the inflaton into fluid particles results in a strong dissipative regime for the inflaton. Interactions between the fluid and the field can generate non-Gaussian correlations [4, 5] .
In these cases one is between the two paradigms. There are more than one preferred frame on the one hand but on the other hand they coincide at late times. To decide if these models resemble more one paradigm or the other (multi-field EFT or dissipative EFT) one can look at the most prominent features of both. For example, multi-field models can present a nontrivial squeezed limit for the three-point function. For single-field or dissipative EFT there is a consistency condition constraining the parameter
where F (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) is proportional to the three-point function of curvature perturbations ζ and P ζ its power spectrum, to be
where n s is the tilt of the spectrum measuring deviations form scale-invariance. This quantity in these models is of the order of the slow-roll parameters. This was proven in [6, 7, 8, 9] . The argument is quite general and relies on the fact that long-wavelength modes can be locally gauged away and therefore do not interact with short-wavelength modes. This is true whenever there is a preferred clock driving inflation, whether single-field or dissipative. Nevertheless, in the warm inflation scenario it was found that this condition is violated and large local non-gaussianities can develop [4] , signaling a departure from the dissipative EFT paradigm. Here we will show that the computation of the three-point function in these models actually gives a result resembling more closely the one of [1] with a trivial squeezed limit satisfying the consistency condition of [9] . The reason will become clear below and it is due to the fact that when a mode exits the horizon fluid perturbations vanish since they are sourced by gradients. Furthermore, the ADM parameters N, N i go to their unperturbed values allowing a long-wavelength mode to be eliminated by a change of coordinates. The case studied here is richer though because different regimes appear depending on whether the long mode has exited either the Hubble or sound horizon when the short mode freezes.
This issue is not trivial since recent analysis of Planck data [10, 11] used this quasi-local shape to constrain the warm inflation model. We will revise the constraints imposed by the data using the calculations presented in this paper. We will find a bound on the dissipation coefficient of γ 10 5 H with a shape mostly equilateral/orthogonal and with a small local contribution. This shape is in better agreement with Planck measurements than previous analysis suggested.
In section 2 we review the basics of the EFT treatment of dissipative inflation with a preferred clock. We give a summary of the ingredients of warm inflation relevant for this work. We also give a practical way of obtaining the most general interaction for the most general possible model of inflation with a preferred clock coupled to ADOF with a preferred frame. In section 3 we review the dynamics of the clock and the dynamics of a generic fluid in a de Sitter background, highlighting the features that are relevant to understand the non-Gaussianities generated. In section 4 we give the results for the calculation of the three-point function and a comparison of it with the recent Planck data.
Effective field theory for inflation
In this section we will review the basic elements taken from the effective field theory for inflation developed in [1, 9, 12] . Although we will have the particular problem of warm inflation in mind for this study, we will develop the analysis using this approach to extract conclusions as general as possible in the context of dissipative single-clock inflation interacting with additional degrees of freedom defining a preferred frame.
Review of the formalism
In the simplest single field models, the EFT approach to inflation is based on the fact that there is a physical clock that defines a special time-slicing in which the clock is uniform and determines the end point of inflation. As noted in [1, 12] the field associated to this clock is related to the Goldstone boson breaking time translation symmetry, which is realized nonlinearly. In the gauge where the clock is homogeneous, called the unitary gauge, its perturbations are encoded in the metric and the action is no longer time-diffeomorphism invariant. This way, the most general effective action can be written according to the symmetries available. Following Stückelberg's trick, one can also go to a gauge where perturbations are explicit by performing a time diffeomorphism t → t + π(x), where the field π(x) transforms in a way such that the full diffeomorphism invariance is restored. The end result is an action for π and metric perturbations which can be used to compute physical quantities, like curvature perturbations ζ = −Hπ + . . . and its two and three point functions. This would be analogous to the renormalization gauge in gauge theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking.
In the case of an inflationary scenario in which more than one field is present, two distinctive cases are possible as we anticipated before. One case is multi-field inflation, in which the clock is coupled to a set of massless degrees of freedom that drive the clock fluctuations and generate peculiar features like iso-curvature perturbations, local shape of non-Gaussianities, etc. The characteristic feature of these ADOFs is the fact that they do not die away after horizon exit. In this case one defines the Stückelberg fieldπ (following the notation of [1] ) being the Goldstone boson associated with time translations, which drives inflation and the extra fields can affect the late time curvature perturbations. In this gauge the simple relation between ζ andπ is not straightforward. This kind of EFT of multi-field inflation was developed in [2] .
On the other hand, and this is the case of interest in this paper, one can have additional degrees of freedom with a contribution which decay at late times. In these cases, it is more natural to define a unitary gauge in which the physical clock that determines the end of inflation is uniform. Then one can introduce a Stückelberg field π doing a time diffeomorphism. In this case the ADOF will contribute to the background and their tadpoles will depend on their vacuum expectation values. If the ADOF are represented by composite operators O then the relation with the gauge described in the previous paragraph is schematicallyπ ∼ π + δO. In this gauge, measurable quantities like curvature fluctuations can be computed as ζ ∼ −Hπ, like in the single field EFT scenario.
Within these models one can have dissipative theories of inflation like those studied in [1] but one can also have quasi-single field inflationary models [13] . The main difference between them is that in quasi-single field inflation correlations are driven by vacuum expectation values of extra field, with masses of the order of the Hubble. In dissipative inflation correlations are driven by expectation values for excited states through stochastic noise. This leads to differences in the non-Gaussianities.
Unitary gauge
In the unitary gauge there are no fluctuations of the preferred clock, the unit vector perpendicular to surfaces of constant time t takes the form n µ = −δ 0 µ (−g 00 ) −1/2 , and the extrinsic curvature of the surfaces is K µ ν =ĝ µρ ∇ ρ n ν , whereĝ µρ = g µρ + n µ n ρ is the induced spatial metric. The action is given by
where
O is a scalar composite operator associated with the dissipative degrees of freedom and S O represents the action for this sector, which we do not need to specify. The dots stand for higher derivative corrections or other types of coupling to the ADOF. Bared quantities denote their unperturbed background values. Throughout the paper we assume the presence of an approximate shift symmetry, such that functions of time appearing in the action change very little in a Hubble time. This will be the basis of the generalized slow roll approximation, where not only = −Ḣ/H 2 1 and η =˙ /H 1 but also g i =ġ i /g i H 1, with g i any parameter in the effective action. For the study of the squeezed limit of the threepoint function the higher derivative terms are sub-leading.
In the unitary gauge where time diffeomorphisms are no longer a symmetry, the metric can be written using the ADM decomposition as
where ζ is the curvature perturbation and we ignore tensor perturbations which are sub-leading in slow-roll approximation. After performing Stückelberg trick one introduces the preferred clock perturbation π through t → t + π. Now the metric can be decomposed in the same way setting ζ = 0 in the expression above. Following [6] , the gauge invariant curvature perturbation ζ will be, to lowest order in π,
We will be interested in the effect on non-Gaussianities of fluid-like excitations of the ADOF at zeroth order in the slow-roll parameters; therefore we will not care about these corrections.
Dynamics of perturbations in π-gauge
In this section we will derive the action describing the dynamics of π. We will neglect gravity fluctuations and any term sub-leading in slow-roll and we will concentrate on scalar modes only.
Neglecting gravity perturbations can be understood in terms of an analogous equivalence theorem in gauge theories, where the Goldstone boson decouples from the transverse polarization of the gauge bosons [12] . The effects of the ADOF can be described writing the composite operator as composed of three contributions: the background valueŌ(t), the response δO R (t, x) due to the coupling to π and a stochastic component δO S (t, x) such that
The derivation of this fact from first principles is rather involved [14] but an effective description of each contribution can be guessed easily. We will first consider the tadpoles describing the background evolution. For the coupling in equation 3 the requirement of having an inflationary epoch gives the equations
ρ + 3H(ρ +p) +ḟŌ = 0,
where we used that the background stress tensor for the ADOF obtained from S O takes the perfect fluid formT
If we introduce π following the Stückelberg trick, and expand the action in powers of π, including interactions with ADOF ∼ πδO, then one gets
and
The dots represent terms of higher order in π or higher order in slow-roll parameters. Non-Gaussianities arising from those terms have been thoroughly studied previously using a local approximation of the δO response [1] . This approximation means that we are thinking of an inflaton dissipating energy into an environment of ADOF at rest which later gets diluted by Hubble expansion or coupling with extra sectors. A realization of this idea is given by, for example, trapped inflation [15] with an extra sector making the particles decay faster than Hubble.
On the other hand, in this paper we will focus on how time non-localities in the dynamics of the ADOF (like the one that appears when there are sound waves in the environment which decay in a time-scale of a Hubble) affects the squeezed limit, the consistency condition and generally the shape of non-Gaussianities. The contributions previously studied in [9] satisfy the consistency condition and are slow-roll suppressed in the squeezed limit and we will not consider them here.
Before computing the particular features of this theory, two more steps are needed. The first one is specifying the statistics of the stochastic component of O, which we write as
which is written in terms of spatial Fourier decomposition in comoving coordinates and ν O (t) is the noise kernel. Due to the underlying shift symmetry the noise kernel should be time independent to lowest order in slow-roll. The last piece needed is to get an expression for the response part of O in terms of π. This was argued in [1, 9] to be of the form
in the unitary gauge. Going to the π-gauge and retaining only the lowest order in π one arrives to the expression
The purpose of this paper is to study the effects of having corrections to this response coming from the presence of fluid-like excitations in the ADOF, presenting sound waves which mediate interactions non-locally in time. In these cases the response will be of the form δO R ∼ dt G(t, t )π(t ) with G(t, t ) = 0 for |t − t | H −1 . This will be done in the next section. Of course while doing this one looses generality because the parameter space describing the most general non-local interaction is much bigger than the local one. Nevertheless, since the kernels of this non-localities are given by the retarded Green functions of the ADOF we will study the behavior of these functions for a fluid in de Sitter.
In principle, this parameter V O is arbitrary, but if the theory is, for example, in thermal equilibrium at temperature T (warm inflation) there is a specific relation connecting V O (t), ν O (t) and T , namely the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) in that scenario.
At this point one can start computing relevant quantities. The procedure is outlined for example in [1, 9, 12] . The first thing to do is getting the equations of motion for π from the action given in equation (11) , which will involve O R and δO S . Then, one uses the expression of O R in terms of π and solve the equation obtaining π ∝ δO S . Finally, thanks to the gauge we are using, one can easily obtain ζ ∼ −Hπ ∝ δO S and compute its correlation functions using the statistics of the stochastic source.
Matching warm inflation: Background and Power Spectrum
In the case of warm inflation [3, 4, 5] the matching with the EFT parameters is straightforward. As explained in the Introduction, in this model the ADOF is radiation in thermal equilibrium at a temperature T such that T V 1/4 and T H, where V is the inflaton potential. The coupling modifies the dynamics of the inflaton perturbations but in this temperature range its energy-momentum density is subdominant with respect to the potential energy V ∼ M 2 p H 2 , which drives the exponential expansion. Moreover, in this regime thermal fluctuations dominate over vacuum fluctuations.
The inflaton sector is the same as in the canonical single-field inflation scenario. One has a scalar field ϕ with a time dependent expectation value ϕ(t) that drives inflation, with perturbations around this background ϕ(t) + δϕ(x, t). In the simplest model, it has the canonical action
giving the expected contribution to the tadpoles. Perturbing the background and going to the π-gauge gives the identification π = δϕ/φ, as usual [1, 12] . For the model considered in [4, 5] , the interaction of the fluid with the inflaton is given by the rate of energy exchange between them due to particle creation, which is written as:
where γ is a parameter given by the underlying microscopic theory for this energy transfer, T µν is the inflaton stress-energy tensor and u is the 4-velocity of the fluid, which in the background coincides with n µ and will give the second preferred frame when perturbations are included. The equations of motion for the background (or tadpoles in the language of the field theory) in the slow-roll regime are
Again, these equations include the assumption that, even if T H, since T V 1/4 the radiation energy density is small compared to the inflaton and then the Hubble constant evolves according to V (ϕ).
Using equation (17) one can write an action for π and identify the different quantities of the effective field theory. In the simplest setup of warm inflation, c 2 = 1,ḟ = 1 and the normalization is N c =φ 2 . This gives the equation of motion for inflaton perturbations to lowest order
and in order to match the dynamics with the warm inflation the response should be δO R (t) V O (t)π with V O γN c . This gives the following EOM
Besides, the FDT gives the noise kernel in terms of the dissipation coefficient, namely ν O = 2γT . Using this description of the clock one can compute the two point function to get the curvature power spectrum using ζ ∼ −Hπ and relate this with observable curvature anisotropies. We review the calculation in section 3.
Interactions

Shift Symmetry
In [1] interactions are introduced in several ways. The first one is due to the approximate nature of the shift symmetry. For example the parameters in the Lagrangian describing the de Sitter background are not exactly time independent. This induce non-linear terms in the equations of motion when expanded in terms of π. These are proportional to the slow-roll parameter. They are bound to be small but otherwise unspecified by the background. These terms are relevant in the power spectrum since they parameterize the breaking of scale invariance through the tilt n s . They also generate an apparent local contribution to the three-point function which exactly saturates the consistency condition as was shown in [9] . These terms are present and unchanged in the set-up considered here. Therefore any additional contribution to the squeeze limit of the three-point function would result in a violation of the consistency condition.
Response
The second source of non-linearity is due to corrections to the response of the ADOF. Even tough they might be constrained in each particular scenario of inflation, they are new parameters from an EFT perspective because they do not influence the evolution of the background spacetime. In this case their behavior is different than in [1] because of the presence of corrections which are non-local in time
where G R (t, t ) is the retarded Green function of the ADOF and n, m is the number of derivatives.
(In the case of warm inflation that we have in mind, this kind of non-linearities will be generated for example by a temperature dependence of the dissipation coefficient and they will be multiplied by an arbitrary factor of ∂ T γ, since
As opposed to γ itself, the strength of this coupling is arbitrary, it is not fixed either by the power spectrum nor the background symmetries -although a stability analysis of warm inflation shows that this parameter cannot be too large ∂ T γ < 4γ/T , see [16] ).
In the paragraph above we were considering generic corrections to the response. Nevertheless, there is a specific type of corrections due to the non-linear realization of coordinate invariance, and they are bounded by the background parameters like γ, H, etc. The idea is the following: if one has a term γπ in the equation of motion clearly this is not diffeomorphism invariant. Therefore at the nonlinear level this must be changed by γw µ ∂ µ π, with w some time-like four vector that reduces to δ µ 0 to lowest order in fluctuations. For a single preferred frame then n µ is the only choice. In the case studied here since we have two preferred frames we could either use n µ or u µ , the fluid four vector defining its frame. The one generated by n µ was studied before and relates the linear response, characterized by γ, with the nonlinear response giving |f NL | ∼ γ/Hc 2 s so in this paper we will focus on the one generated by u µ that shares the same property of relating linear with nonlinear phenomena.
Instead of going through the action, here we will work directly with the energy transfer between the clock and the ADOF, which we will treat as a generic fluid. The approach developed in [1] can be followed, but the fact that another time-like vector operator is present besides n µ increase the number of possible terms in the EFT respecting the underlying symmetries and the background 2 . To get the required dissipation term for the background one needs a flux of energy of the form Q 
where ρ is the energy density of the fluid and
One can also define the current J µ = ρu µ and write everything in terms of J µ instead since the scalar J 2 is not fixed. The explicit time dependence will be suppressed by the shift symmetry and will be sub-leading in the slow-roll parameters. For example, in order to reproduce perturbations in the warm inflation scenario as the ones studied in [4] one has to take F u = 0 and F n = −g 00 n·u+. . . where the dots represent subleading corrections, for example temperature dependence of γ, i.e. ∂ ρ F n = 0. To obtain the equation of motion for the clock the µ = 0 term is enough but the other components are necessary to specify the fluid dynamics. The leading correction to the clock equation due to the second term is proportional to δu 0 ∼ O(π 2 ) and therefore the leading non-Gaussianities come from the first term.
To lowest nonlinear order they will appear as
Nevertheless, this does not affect the construction of the Goldstone boson π and the unitary gauge frame since what the clock fixes is the time at which inflation ends and we will see that for a typical fluid its perturbations decay after the modes exit the sound horizon and therefore these fluid-like ADOF become unobservable. In other words, at the time inflation ends u µ n µ and the definition of the clock is unambiguous since there is only one relevant frame. If this were not the case, one would be facing a multifield-like model of inflation with observable degrees of freedom.
in the equation of motion for π, where γ u + γ n = γ to match the correct linear result. These will give different contributions to the three-point function as we will see below.
Once these functions are specified one can solve the equations of motions of the fluid using energy conservation. One can use the most general stress-energy tensor for a fluid parametrized by a certain set of coefficients [17] . Even if one has a perfect fluid those "irrelevant" terms can appear from an effective field theory approach due to interactions mediated by other degrees of freedom or even self interactions of the fluid. Anyway, here we will consider the usual case of a perfect fluid
parameterized by an equation of state, although the generalization is direct. The presence of sound waves in the ADOF makes the self-ineractions behave non-local in time and therefore one can think of this procedure as a physical motivation of the non-localities and eliminate u and ρ from the start.
(For the particular case of warm inflation, one could assume an energy flux of the form γu µ ∂ µ ϕ∂ ν ϕ. This is assumed without much justification in [4] and it is not clear whether the most natural velocity to appear is u µ or n µ since we have now two time-like vectors at hand with the same background value. To avoid this, one could assume a more general case of the form
and call γ ≡ γ u + γ n like before the dissipation coefficient that appears in the background and power spectrum. Given that the system is closed and overall energy conservation holds, equation (17) is also useful to get an equation for the evolution of perturbations in the fluid radiation since the energy lost by π should equal the energy gained by the fluid
where T r is the energy-momentum tensor of the radiation which has the form shown in equation (10) with n µ → u µ . Using this expression, equation (28) gives the equation of motion for the ADOF.)
Stochastic Component
The last type of non-linear terms that appear in the EOM are due to corrections in the statistics of the stochastic component of the ADOF response. These can be generated as corrections to Gaussian behavior adding non zero three-point function of δO S and this was studied in [1] 3 . These corrections appear in the same way in the set-up considered in this paper and the analysis is unchanged.
On the other hand, terms can be generated letting the two-point function have an arbitrary dependence on scalar quantities build up from n µ and J µ = ρu µ . This can happen if the underlying physics constraint the noise to have a specific dependence on other variables, as in the case of the FDT [4, 5] . We can write:
since corrections in the statistics can be taken into account adding a π dependence of the kernel [9] . This function must satisfy F ν [ρ, 1, 1, 3H, t] = 1. Here we will study only the one coming from the dependence on the first argument. In principle this is not fixed by symmetries or the background but if the FDT appears it forces a specific value.
Power spectrum and correlations
In this section we will review the results for the power spectrum ππ of dissipative singleclock inflation, computed in [1] , mainly to write some results that will be useful later. We will also compute the solution and Green function of the EOM describing the dynamics of an ideal fluid with a generic equation of state. This will allow us to characterize the general behavior of non-local interactions mediated by sound waves. For example, fluid-like perturbations decay after horizon-exit having strong implications when computing the three-point function ζ 3 that characterizes non-Gaussianities. If ADOF fluctuations remain after horizon exit, that would mean that they behave as almost massless degrees of freedom like in the multi-field inflation case [2] . On the other hand, if perturbations decay then the dissipative single-clock EFT of [1, 9] is more appropriate.
Power spectrum
The action (11) gives the following equation for the clock perturbation π at linear level including the effects of dissipation and noisë
where we omit factors such asḟ since they could be included in the noise two-point function without affecting the results of this section. Looking at the expression above, the power spectrum derived from it will depend only on the combination γ = γ u + γ n characterizing the background. The solution to this equation was found in [4, 1] and it is given by 0.8
All of them are normalized with respect to π f π f for γ = 50H. The behavior for other dissipation coefficient is similar.
where π(k, t) is the Fourier transform with comoving wave-vector k, η is the conformal time η = dt/a −(aH) −1 , η 0 is an early enough initial time, and the clock's Green function is given by:
, z = −kc s η, and z = −kc s η . We also define the Green function that includes the factor coming from the change of variable from t to η as g γ (z, z ) = G γ (z, z )/z 2 . Using the explicit expression for the two point function of the stochastic component (13), the power spectrum of curvature perturbations ζ ∼ Hπ at late times, defined as
can be computed and it is given by
All the quantities are evaluated at freeze-out time ω = c s k/a(t ) √ γ H or equivalently c s k|η | γ /H . For example, with this expression one can obtain the tilt n s − 1 due to slow roll corrections and the result is given in [9] . The right hand side of the second line is valid in the strong dissipation regime γ H. The time dependence of the ζ power spectrum is plotted in figure 1(a) and it can be seen how π becomes constant after the freeze-out time defined above. As explained in [1] this is because the equilibration time defined by the dissipative response τ eq = γ/ω 2 gets larger than the expansion rate given by the Hubble H −1 at freeze-out and therefore the noise-induced curvature perturbation decouples from the expansion and remains constant.
In the following sections we will see how inhomogeneities of the clock π can drive fluid perturbations and in turn produce non-Gaussianities. These are driven by correlations like a −2 ∂ 2 ππ f , ππ f , ππ f , where π f is the clock perturbation at late times (after freeze out). These can all be derived from π k (z)π kf , which is given by
where the (2π) 3 δ( k) factors are omitted 5 . To understand their behavior, relevant correlations are shown in figure 1(b), (c) and (d).
First of all, one can see in figure 1(b) that π k (t)π kf is zero for early times and becomes a constant near z(t) z . As explained before, this is because when freeze-out occurs the "memory" of the system quantified by τ eq gets larger than the expansion rate and therefore perturbations do not decay with time and in turn survive and affect π f giving a constant nonvanishing correlation. The following property can be checked from the formula (35). For γ H, the right-hand side of it only depends on the ratio z/z and therefore
This means that the normalized shapes shown in figure 1 are valid for arbitrary, but strong, dissipation after the appropriate rescaling.
On the other hand, the correlation a −2 ∂ 2 π k (t)π kf measures the inhomogeneities in the clock. Before freeze-out the mode is not correlated to π kf and therefore this correlation vanishes. After freeze-out π k π kf is constant and the mode's physical length scale λ pays is very small since it scales as γ −1/2 , giving a parametrically large correlation scaling as γ at freeze-out (with respect to π 2 k ) and decaying as λ −2 phys . At later times when the mode exits the Hubble horizon at λ phys H −1 the mode becomes constant over a Hubble patch and the correlation decays. This behavior can be seen in figure 1(c) .
Finally, correlations between π f andπ orπ are peaked near freeze-out z for the same reason but decay more quickly and their strength can be orders of magnitudes below a −2 ∂ 2 ππ f . The reason is that the time scale of variation of π around freeze-out is fixed by the equilibration time τ eq which at freeze-out is given by H −1 so there is no enhancement coming from factors of γ as it happens for a −2 ∂ 2 π k (t)π kf . One can check comparing figure 1(c) and 1(d) that indeed the correlation with time derivatives is suppressed by a factor of the order of γ/H with respect to spatial derivatives.
Fluid Perturbations
In this section we will study the dynamics of fluid perturbations which will source nonGaussianities of the three-point function through a non-vanishing expectation value for a timelike four vector u µ . It was shown in [1, 12] that in dissipative single-clock inflation metric perturbations decouple from the clock perturbations for energies E √ H, which in the strong dissipation regime is clearly satisfied E ∼ √ γH. Therefore, we can get a sense of the physics in these models ignoring gravity fluctuations overall from the start if we are working to lowest order in slow-roll. Then, the equation of motion for the fluid will be given by its conservation law in a de Sitter background
with a scale factor with Hubble parameter H approximately constant over time, with slow-roll suppressed time dependence. We will only consider scalar perturbations in the fluid since vector perturbations decay faster than the scalar ones. As we said, we will also neglect anisotropic stress in this work or any term in the fluid stress-tensor other than the perfect fluid ones. A more systematic treatment using the most general theory for a fluid could be done using for example the formalism from [17] .
The background values of the fluid degrees of freedom ρ, p are constant in time, and in particular u i = 0. From now on we will not write the line over background values when it is unambiguous. Following the notation of [18] for example, the perturbations of the radiation energy-momentum tensor (26) can be expanded in a standard way as
where Π ij represents all the terms coming from deviations from the perfect fluid which we are neglecting in this work. This might include dissipative effects in the fluid itself 6 . This equation can be rewritten explicitly in components as 
and having the solution of this equation δρ, the spatial fluid velocity components u i can be found from the original equations. The solution can be obtained most easily by going to Fourier space and using z = −c sr kη as a time variable
The solution to this equation has two contributions, the homogeneous solution and the particular one. Since at the linear level the superposition principle holds, the effects of the different sources are decoupled without affecting the results presented here. In the following subsections we will study the homogeneous solution and see how it decays making it irrelevant and we will also study the Green function, which can be derived similarly to the clock's one and dominates the behavior of fluid fluctuations. Finally we will study the longitudinal fluctuations of the frame four-vector u µ . Before going into the details, on the one hand it is clear that for early times space-time is approximately flat and the solution of equation (43) are sound waves with speed c sr . On the other hand, after a δρ perturbation exits the horizon, c sr k phys → 0, an additional term proportional to δρ remains in the equation of motion, as opposed to the case of π. As a result the solution cannot be time independent and it is easy to see that it decays. From the set of equations (41) and (42) its clear that also u µ → δ µ 0 . This is crucial for studying the squeezed limit and will ultimately produce a trivial f NL .
Homogeneous solution
To understand the dynamics of the fluid we will first solve the continuity equation without any source, for an arbitrary sound speed. This will give us further intuition into the way the fluid responds to sources and also to see how and whether it decays. The equation to solve is
which has two independent solutions given by
where ν r = 3c with frequency ω = c sr k phys and also they redshift with the a −4 that characterizes radiation. Since the radiation energy density of the background is constant within the slow-roll approximation (it is constantly being sourced by the clock) the ratio δρ/ρ redshifts as a −4 , making the fluid fluctuations decay fast. This is in contrast to the case of the radiation driving the background FRW universe, there the background is time dependent and the ratio δρ/ρ evolves differently and may show decaying, constant or growing modes (relative to the background) depending on the details of the problem.
As in the case of the clock, if we put initial conditions at the infinite past z 0 → ∞ then the contribution of this homogeneous solution decay as z 4 0 , due to redshift in the de Sitter background. Then, the accelerated expansion of the universe washes out the information of the initial state of the fluid, just as it does with the clock's initial state.
Even if the initial conditions were not in the far past, the factor of z 4 in the solution will make it decay for z 1, i.e. when the fluctuations exit the sound horizon λ phys c sr /H. This can be seen from the fact that contrary to the clock's case, when ω = c sr k phys goes to zero, there is still a term proportional to δρ in the equation of motion, impeding a constant non-zero δρ to be a solution.
In the range of 0 < c 2 sr < 1 the behavior is similar to the radiation, namely sound waves with frequency ω = c sr k phys and decay due to red-shift in a time-scale of a Hubble. This will make self-interactions of the clock which are mediated by the fluid highly non-local in time. A particular limiting case is non-relativistic matter perturbation for which c 2 sr 0. Going back to the equation in position space the term with spatial derivatives goes away and the solution at late times is simply δρ(t, x) ∼ a(t) −3 f (x), as expected, where f (x) is the distribution of matter at some initial time.
Fluid's Green function
With the addition of the sources from the clock fluctuations, the solution of the inhomogeneous equation is given by
with the fluid's Green function
We will analyze the case of radiation with c 2 sr = 1/3 since it is the one in which the results are more transparent. Using properties of the Bessel functions one can show that the Green function reduces to the result of [4] , i.e.
This function gives the fluid energy density perturbation at time t(η) for a instantaneous source of comoving wavenumber k that acted at time t (η ) < t(η).This shows a sound wave component
and also a redshift characteristic of radiation (a /a) 4 = e 4H(t −t) . The behavior of this function for sources acting at different times η is shown in figure 2 .
One can see how the amplitude of G(z, z ) gets redshifted and also that the later the source is turned on, the less significant the effect, especially when the wavelength is outside of the sound horizon. This happens since the period of the sound-wave is λ phys /c sr . If there were no sound waves, a perturbation would appear and decay following ∼ z 4 independently of the time of generation. Including sound waves, if the perturbation was generated before one period at a time |η | λ/c sr , or equivalently λ phys c sr /H, then the sound wave would not propagate efficiently. This is due to the fact that in conformal time the period of the wave is fixed and the time interval between the excitation and t → ∞ is finite. Then the maximum value attainable for the perturbation is ∼ sin z , which goes to zero as z goes to 0. Equivalently, in cosmic time the period of the sound wave goes to infinity. This attenuation is enhanced by the redshift of the perturbation. One can interpret this realizing that a source which is homogeneous over the sound horizon cannot affect the fluid; all of this follows directly from space-time locality.
Having characterized the response of the fluid through its Green function now we analyze the sources of sound-waves. We will write them in terms of the clock fluctuation π, the equation of motion for δ ≡ δρ/3(ρ + p) and neglecting slow-roll suppressed terms. We get:
which has the solution in comoving Fourier space given by
Therefore the sources for fluid fluctuations, as seen from equation (43) and (50), are ∂ 2 π,π andπ. In the next section we will see how non-Gaussianities and in particular the threepoint function are driven by correlations of the type ∂ 2 ππ f , ππ f and ππ f through the presence of correlations such as δρ k π kf and u i k π kf . This has several implications. First of all, fluid fluctuations are going to be dominated by spatial inhomogeneities of the clock since the correlations of π f withπ andπ are strongly suppressed with respect to ∂ 2 ππ f . As we explained in the last section this source starts acting at freeze-out with decreasing amplitude until the mode exits the Hubble horizon. On the other hand, starting from the freeze-out time of the mode, the fluid will start responding with red-shifting sound-waves. When the mode exits the sound horizon (which happens before the mode exits the Hubble horizon) the fluid fluctuation will start decreasing without showing sound-waves and at late times δρ → 0. As explained before this is due to the finite time interval of conformal time, which after sound horizon crossing it is smaller than the wave period.
Even if the energy density δT 00 is driven byπ, the source ∂ i π is relevant because fluctuations of u i and δρ are coupled. From an EFT point of view, if one has a non-local term sourced by ∂ 2 π for example, the realization of coordinate invariance of the ADOF forces source terms likė π andπ to appear in a specific combination.
Velocity Perturbation
Having the solution for the density perturbation one can obtain the linear order velocity field of the fluid's frame u µ . If the diffeomorphism invariance of the friction term in the equations of motion is realized in the form ∂ t → u µ ∂ µ , understanding how this quantity behaves is important to understand the effects of the non-linearities it generates. We will compute the contribution from the longitudinal sound waves of the fluid (in principle, there could be vectorial contributions like vortices but we will not consider them here, mainly because they get red-shifted away more quickly than longitudinal modes). For that purpose we will decompose u i as
Using the fluid equation of motion we can find and motivate a non-local behavior that characterizes sound waves. Working as before in Fourier space for comoving coordinates, plugging equation (51) in equation (41) gives
and then the scalar velocity u L can be written as Taking the spatial derivative one can find the longitudinal component of velocity fluctuations as
The physical velocity of the fluid elements can be obtained as
In all the expressions above, the velocity's Green function is given by
The Green function that determines the non-local part has the same properties as the one for the density perturbations regarding the sound waves sourced by π. The only difference is that they are 90
• out of phase with density fluctuations and that velocity perturbations redshift faster or slower depending if one considers u L , u i or u i but the physical speed redshifts with the a −4
dependence. We will see in the next section that non-Gaussianities will be driven by correlations like u kL π kf . From the expression (54) it is clear that when one goes well inside the horizon there is an extra factor of k phys in the Green function that suppresses this correlation with respect to, for example π 2 . This will compete with the enhancement factor from the noise-induced non-Gaussianity and it will give a reduce |f NL | in the strong dissipation regime, with respect to the contribution from local dissipation.
To see this explicitly, figure 3 shows the behavior of u kL (z)π kf (as a function of z) and u kL (z )π kf (as a function of γ). First of all, the correlation peaks at horizon exit. This is because the source ∂ 2 ππ acts from freeze-out to horizon exit. After horizon exit the correlation decays because the source strength decays. The value of the correlation at freeze-out will be relevant for the equilateral f NL and from the second plot one can see that it decays as ∼ k
There is also a local part given by the last term on the right hand side of equation (55) that as we will see would lead to a non-linear term on the clock equation of motion of the form
Again, this combination of sources is fixed by the symmetries of the fluid dynamic. Nevertheless, because of the behavior of π correlations explained in the last section this contribution is subleading since it is driven by time derivatives and also is suppressed by a k −2 phys ∼ γ −1 factor making it negligible. To next-to-leading order in slow-roll the long wavelength mode can be approximated byπ ∼ Hπ and this term could give a non-vanishing contribution to the squeezed limit, without affecting the tilt of the two-point function. This could affect the consistency condition. Nevertheless, one can integrate by parts the non-local term with two time derivatives in (54) and this local term cancels.
Perturbations deep inside the horizon
Before moving to the full computation of the three-point function we will compute it in the approximation of flat space. This is a useful estimate because for strong dissipation γ H, and at the time of freeze-out during which the relevant interaction is happening λ phys H −1 . For interactions local in time (like those of [1] ) this approximation becomes exact in the strong dissipation regime. In the case studied in this paper the interaction is non-local on the scale of a Hubble time that set the timescale for the redshift of the fluid. This will change the flat space result by an amount that does not disappear in the γ H limit. Nevertheless, a "zeroth order" effect of the sound waves on the three-point function can be understood in terms of the flat space result. An example is the suppression of f NL with respect to the local case.
Regarding the approximate expressions for the clock's perturbation we can cite the results from [1] , which are valid in the strong dissipation regime. Mainly, the expression for π is given by
and we define ω 0 = c s k = c s k comov. /a which in this approximation we take to be a constant. The two point function of the stochastic source is given by
Regarding the fluid, the equation for δ(k, t) in flat space is given by
and the solution is
Using the same procedure as we did before, we can find the scalar velocity perturbation
where the Green function is given by
Using these approximate expressions we can now compute the non-Gaussian three-point function. We will do it in the equilateral limit for two reasons. First the three-point function is peaked there and second, when k 1 k 2 k 3 ≡ k the interaction takes place when all of them are freezing-out and the flat space approximation of this section is valid for the three modes.
As we will see in the next section the most important contribution from the fluid comes from a non-linear term in the equation of motion of the form γ u u i ∂ i π. Therefore the three-point function is For reference for the next section we will compute in this limit the parameter
which is given by
Evaluated at freeze-out c s k √ γH this estimation gives the result
On the other hand, the source for the three-point function when there is only one preferred frame with local dissipation comes from a term in the equation of motion of the form
which was studied in [1] . Computing the parameter f NL for this term in the same approximations gives
Then, in the flat space approximation the conclusion is that f NL grows linearly with γ for the n µ term while the u µ term grows but more slowly. This can be seen in figure 4 where we also show the full result in de-Sitter with the fluid for completeness. For the interaction n µ ∂ µ π the flat space result reproduce completely the full three-point function as long as γ/H ∼ (k/aH) 2 
1.
We will see in the next section that the full computation is indeed slightly different from the flat space result, but the latter gives a good estimate for the order of magnitude
for reasonable values of γ/H. Clearly, the fact that non-local dissipation (or equivalently with more than one preferred frame) produces non-Gaussianities which are suppressed with respect to the local dissipation one (or with only one preferred frame) can be understood without including curvature.
Non-Gaussianities
In this section we will go into the details of the calculation of non-Gaussianities. As discussed in [1] , the possible non-linear terms that can appear in the equation of motion for the clock are not as constrained as the form of the two-point function and this freedom allows for a variety of behaviors to happen. We will analyze the shape of the three-point function, checking along the way that the squeezed limit is trivial in accordance with the consistency condition of the threepoint function, since we are working to zeroth order in slow-roll. This will make the arguments in [9] applicable without any change and then the consistency condition will be satisfied.
Non-Gaussianities from the response
We will first study the non-Gaussianities generated by non-linear terms in the response which appear to realize diffeomorphism invariance. Since terms coming from ∂ t → n µ ∂ µ have been studied in [1] we will just quote the result of that work. The shape of the three-point function has a peak on the equilateral configuration and a smaller peak around x 2 x 3 1/2 of opposite sign. The strength is characterized by the value corresponding to the equilateral triangle and it is given by |f eq NL | γ n /4Hc 2 s . In this work we will study non-linear terms coming from ∂ t → u µ ∂ µ , which generate a non-local response mediated by sound waves in the ADOF and give a new contribution to the three-point function.
Non-linear covariance realization
The term γ u u µ ∂ µ π in the equation of motion generates non-linear terms of several types. The leading order perturbation comes from the term γ u u i ∂ i π, with u i = u The main contribution will be given by the first order term corresponding to linear response, since the second or higher order terms contributing to u i either do not contribute to the three-point function or are supressed. There are also terms coming from γ u δu 0 ∂ t π but the leading contribution to δu 0 is second order in the u i response, since u 2 = −1, and therefore second order in π giving a term in the equation of motion schematically of the form ∼ γ u π 2π which does not contribute to the three-point function. There are also terms coming from metric perturbations which are slow-roll suppressed and thus are also sub-leading.
Taking this into account the main contribution to non-Gaussianities will be from a γ u u i (1) ∂ i π interaction which we will study in detail below (from now on we will omit the subscript since we will deal always with linear response). Using the expression for u[π] gives a non-linear term in the equation of motion of the form
There are four different kinds of terms contributing to this non-Gaussianity, three non-local sourced by ∂ 2 π,π andπ and a local one sourced by ∂ iπ . In the strong dissipation regime the terms involving time derivatives will be suppressed by γ/H factors and are therefore sub-leading. This was explained in [1] and it is due to the fact that time derivatives scale as powers of H rather than √ γH. Therefore, the only relevant term left is the perturbation in the fluid sourced by spatial derivatives ∂ 2 π and we will concentrate on this leading contribution. To compute the strength of the non-Gaussian three-point function we need the leading order contribution to the fluctuations of the clock given by the non-linear term in the equation of motion. Using linear response it is given by
where the asterisk means taking the convolution with wave-vector k. Using this expression one can compute the three-point function as the average of the product of clock fluctuations as
and we defined the function F (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) as usual [19] . Using the response for the fluid velocity gives the following expression in term of the known two-point functions
In appendix A we give an explicit expression in terms of the Green functions of the fluid and clock, which we used to perform a numerical calculation.
Following the standard analysis of [19] we set an arbitrary scale k, define
and then chose k = k 1 making x 1 = 1. Therefore, the information of the shape of the non-Gaussianity is encoded in the function F (x 2 , x 3 ) = x 5(a). The overall shape is very similar to the one found for the γ n n µ ∂ µ π term. Following [19] the way to characterize a given non-Gaussian shape is to give its cosine with fiducial shapes such as equilateral F equil (x 2 , x 3 ), orthogonal F ortho (x 2 , x 3 ) and local F local (x 2 , x 3 ). For the interaction studied in this section it was found that the cosines are cos θ equil 0.95,
cos θ ortho 0.49,
cos θ local 0.37.
These cosines were computed for γ = 40H and c sr = 1/3 although the shape is nearly independent of these parameters. Instead of the cosines one could give the "fudge factors" writing the shape in the following way
where the dots represent other possible fiducial shapes not considered here. An approximate template for this shape is given by 
Instead of F (1, 1, 1), in the previous expression we use the amplitude given by
whose dependence on γ, γ u is shown in figure 5 (b) for c sr = 1/3. It is suppressed for strong dissipation, as opposed to the n µ term which grows as f NL ∼ γ n . The dependence can be approximated by the function
and it scales as f NL ∼ c −2
sr for a generic speed of sound of the fluid. Therefore, several possibilities appear. On the one hand, one could have high γ and γ n but low γ u and in this case the contribution from this term to the three-point function is negligible and the result from [1] dominates. On the other hand, one could have high γ high γ u and γ n 0 and in this regime the strength of non-Gaussianities will be u µ dominated and negligible. The specific relation between γ, γ u and γ n is arbitrary and one cannot say a priori which will be the case.
This suppression for strong dissipation can be understood qualitatively as follows, considering expression (73) This can be confirmed seeing how the strength of this interaction to the non-Gaussianities depends on the dissipation coefficient γ, fixed by the two-point function and the term γ u . The dependence is shown in figure 5 (c) where we plot the parameter f eq NL from γ u u µ ∂ µ π for radiation c 2 sr = 1/3 as a function of γ/H. It can be seen that the strength is proportional to γ u but highly suppressed for high γ. We will conclude in the next section that this term is the leading contribution to the three-point function coming from the interaction with the fluid. Then using the results of this section we can compute the parameters f Recently thanks to the release of Planck results we know the 99.7% confidence region in (f equil NL ,f ortho NL )-space [11] . For the general case of the effective field theory of inflation coupled to ADOF with a preferred frame we can distinguish two important cases. If γ H and γ n γ u or γ n > γ u the dominant contribution will be given by the local dissipation and the result does not change from the one explained on reference [1] .
On the other hand if γ n 0 then the dominant contribution to the three-point function comes from the term studied in this section. Since the shape does not depend on γ the points corresponding to this model in (f equil NL ,f ortho NL )-space define a straight line starting at the origin (for γ = 0) and defining a maximum γ max such that f NL (γ max ) is located in the boundary of the 99.7% confidence region.
The three-point function scales approximately as f NL ∼ 1/c 2 sr so for definiteness we assume we have radiation as in the case of warm inflation with c sr = 1/3. Using the numerical results of this section we can compute the upper bound of the dissipation coefficient. As shown in figure  6 it is given by the value of γ corresponding to f NL = 28.5 (obtained by dividing the value shown in the figure by the associated fudge factor). This is equivalent to the bound γ ≤ 9.7 · 10 4 H.
This bound is bigger than previous ones [4, 11] because as we saw the three-point function increases much slower with increasing dissipation. For decreasing speed of sound of the fluid perturbation (even if the background equation of state does not change) the three-point function increases and therefore this upper bound of γ/H gets reduced. Moreover, in [4, 5] it was shown that there is a non-trivial three-point function in the squeezed triangle limit. In the full calculation done in this paper we see that this is not the case. In turn, the projection to the local shape we found f loc NL is rather small compared to previous results. For radiation with 0 < γ/H 10 5 it is given by
which is clearly compatible with the Planck result f local NL = 2.7 ± 5.8. This combination of smaller local three-point function for a given equilateral configuration is more compatible with Planck results than previous approximate calculations.
Squeezed Limit
Clearly from the shape shown above the squeezed limit of the three-point function vanishes, as opposed to what was found in [4] . This can be understood from the derivation of the consistency condition which is based on the ability of removing long wavelength modes by a re-scaling, making their effect disappear and giving a vanishing correlation with short modes. Of course this is only so in the limit of de Sitter and scale invariance and corrections to it will give suppressed contributions proportional to the slow-roll parameters, as explained in the Introduction.
We think this is correct and indeed warm inflation-like models should give a trivial squeezed limit for the following reasons. First of all, if one goes to the unitary gauge the ADM parameters are given schematically by
δρ, the dots represent terms of higher order in perturbations and the limit is taken for modes outside the horizon at late times. The contribution from the curvature perturbation goes to zero for the same reason that in single field inflation. The contribution from density and velocity fluctuation in the fluid goes to zero because they are sourced by inhomogeneities in the clock, either time or spatial gradients, which both go to zero after horizon exit. Therefore the only effect of a long wavelength mode of ζ is a rescaling of the spatial coordinates and can be removed by x → e ζ L x. The argument is the same as in [7, 8, 9] . Therefore since the non-Gaussianity studied above is a zeroth order effect in slow-roll there should not be any contribution to the three-point function in the squeezed limit and indeed is what we found. Terms contributing to the squeezed limit are the same as those studied in [9] and thus the consistency condition is still valid in these systems. Before moving on, the models studied in this paper have distinct regimes according to the specific value of the ratio k L /k S which are worth specifying. In figure 7 we show the history of the long mode. If the short mode freezes in region I (k S > γ/Hk L ), which is the true squeezed limit, the argument above remains unchanged. If the short mode freezes in region II (k S > c sr γ/Hk L ) corrections appear due to the inhomogeneities in ζ but the fluid perturbation already decayed. Then the corrections are still mainly due to spatial curvature and as explained in the next paragraph f NL ∼ k 2 L so the transition from case I to II should be smooth. If the short mode freezes in region III (k S > k L ) there are fluid perturbations and inhomogeneities in ζ so the arguments are no longer valid.
In [20, 21] it was proven that in single-field models of inflation corrections to the squeezed limit scale as (k L /k S )
2 . This is due to the fact that a long mode, to first non-trivial order, contribute as a source of curvature of order k 2 L and therefore the squeezed limit is by the dependence of the power spectrum on the presence of spatial curvature. In the case considered in this paper of a u µ ∂ µ π term, this argument is still valid and f NL ∼ O(k 2 L ). Near the squeezed limit, one can make a change of coordinate and go to the frame comoving with the fluid. This is possible because the difference between going to a frame with N i = 0 and N = 1 and the fluid rest frame is sub-leading in slow roll. In that frame the effect of a long mode is spatial curvature and therefore the argument in [21] is the same.
The behavior in quasi-single field inflation is different and the squeezed limit depends on the mass of the extra fields [13] . In [20] it is explained that this is due to the lack of scale invariance of the extra degrees of freedom. In this case for noise induced correlations the two point function of the fluid is indeed scale invariant and therefore the argument presented above is valid.
In [21] they argue that by continuity the behavior O(k 2 ) should give the right parametric dependence of the three-point function strength. For example, for local dissipation, like reference [1] , the wavelength at freeze-out scales as k 2 ∼ γ and therefore f NL ∼ γ, implying that f n∂π NL ∼ k 2 O(1). For our case, given the same assumptions, since f equi NL is suppressed with respect to γ this implies that f u∂π NL ∼ k 2 O(γ −1 ). Therefore near the squeezed limit the dominant contribution to order k 2 L will come solely from the terms studied in [1, 9] .
Non-Gaussianities from the noise
Here we will describe the contribution from non-linearities in the noise kernel of the stochastic component of the ADOF. As explained above these corrections are not constraint by any symmetry or property or parameter of the background and may be there or not. We will study it anyways because of the possible presence of FDT and depending on the microscopic theory the may not be arbitrary. We define:
so that the two-point function for the stochastic source is now
Since δ k ∼ G R ∂ 2 π ∼ G R G γ δO S this will give a non-vanishing three-point function for π. As shown in [9] , the effect of changing the kernel can be imitated by adding a new term in the equation of motion of the form
For example, in the case of a canonical scalar field coupled to radiation, from the fluctuationdissipation theorem one concludes that β ν = 1. Following the same steps as in the last section, one can write the contribution to the threepoint function as
The explicit expression in terms of the Green functions of the clock and fluid is given in the appendix. We again discard the terms sourced by time derivatives of the clock since they are subleading. The shape of the non-Gaussianity generated by this effect was computed numerically and the result is shown in figure 8 . Once again, a quantitative way of describing this shape is through the cosines and fudge factors with a stablished shape, which we take to be again the equilateral, orthogonal and local. For this contribution to the three-point function we obtain cos θ equil 0.58,
cos θ ortho −0.57,
cos θ local 0.96.
These cosines were computed for γ = 40H and c sr = 1/3. As a function of γ the cosines don't change an appreciable amount but the peak seen in figure 8 (b) gets displaced to lowers values of x 3 . This is because for k 3 /k 2 H/γ the long mode is well outside the horizon when the interaction is taking place (freeze-out of the short modes). Then, the source of density perturbations in the fluid decays and therefore the f NL drops to 0 in the squeezed limit.
As we did before, instead of the cosines one could give the fudge factors writing the shape in the following way
F (1, 1, 1) 1.23F equil − 0.91F ortho + 0.56F local + . . . ,
where the dots represent other possible shapes not considered here. Regarding the strength of this contribution, we measure it through the parameter f NL = reasoning as in the previous section
because neither the source of δρ or ∂ 2 ζ is efficient nor sound waves are present because if c sr < 1 the mode has already exited the sound horizon. Finally, it vanishes in the squeezed limit.
One can see that this effect is subleading with respect to the contribution to the three-point function coming from u µ ∂ µ π and in the strong dissipation regime it will be negligible 7 . This same conclusion is reached in the dissipative EFT of inflation without sound waves: the leading term is always the one coming from the non-linear realization of coordinate invariance in the dissipative term. Therefore the inclusion of this term is irrelevant for the comparison of warm inflation with Planck data.
Conclusions
We have studied how a fluid behaves in an inflationary background in the context of dissipative EFT of inflation with a non-vanishing expectation value of a time-like four vector defining two preferred frame: the one where the clock is homogeneous and the one comoving with the fluid. We used a perfect fluid with a speed of sound not necessarily equal to the background value and studied its evolution, although generalizing the calculation is straightforward and no qualitative changes to our conclusions are expected.
We observed that fluctuations are driven by inhomogeneities of the clock and that therefore they decay at late times when the mode exits the horizon, making both preferred clocks coincide at late time. This is critical in understanding why the shape of the three-point function resembles the one with a single preferred clock and does not develop a non-trivial squeezed limit as opposed to what was found in [4, 5] .
This must be the case since the fluid is sensitive to gradients and time derivatives and so a constant, homogeneous π perturbation can be gauged away. Moreover, because the fluid is sourced by the clock itself a non-trivial squeezed limit would require giving the π field a mass and therefore giving ζ a time evolution outside the horizon. Even if that is not the case, it could mean having a second preferred clock different from the one driving inflation. Since this does not happen this models of two clocks that coincide at late times resemble more the dissipative case than the multi-field case and this is reflected on the three-point function.
We also computed the three-point function numerically checking that this interpretation is correct and generalizing it to a generic clock and fluid but with warm inflation in the back of our minds. Another characteristic of the non-local interaction mediated by sound waves of this second clock is the fact that |f NL | ∼ 1/c 2 sr (with c sr the speed of sound in the fluid) in the strong dissipation regime; while for a single clock is |f NL | ∼ γ/Hc 2 s . Therefore if the latter component is present it will always dominate over the former in the strong dissipation regime. If the former is the only contribution then the three-point function will not be enhanced unless the sound speed of the fluid is small.
In [11] it was noticed that the correlation between the measured non-Gaussian signal with the quasi-local three-point function found in [4] is rather small since the data favors shapes closer the equilateral or orthogonal. Here we computed the f equi NL and f ortho NL parameters for warm inflation and checked that they can be well inside the confidence region. This shows that using our results the warm inflationary scenario is still at least phenomenologically a viable option as a means of generating the non-Gaussianities measured (or bounded) by the satellite.
whereG V (z, y) = 3zG V (z, y). Now we can compute the three-point function for curvature perturbations ζ −Hπ in the limit of late times η → 0 as the cyclic sum of correlations between two first order fluctuations and a second order one:
Using the explicit expressions for the clock perturbation we arrive at the expression 
From this expression is clear why the terms withπ are negligible since one has to replace the first correlation in the equation above with π fπ which is suppressed for strong dissipation according to the behavior seen in figure 1 and already noticed in [1] . Moreover, those terms do not contribute to the squeezed limit neither so we can neglect them and take the expression above as an accurate approximation to the full three-point function coming from u µ ∂ µ π. Using momentum conservation the dot product is 2k 1 · k 2 = (k 2 ), and the shape can be analyzed as in the usual case in terms of k 1 , k 2 , k 3 . The correlation π f π(η) can be computed exactly, although the exact expression is not very illuminating. To extract the power spectrum at late times, it can be written as H 2 k 3 π(k)π(−k, η) = ∆ ζ F γ (c s kη) where F(c s kη) is a smooth function that satisfying F(c s kη → 0) = 1 and F(c s kη z ) = 0 and it is explicitly given by
which is equal to the right hand side of equation (35). Following the notation introduced in [19] we will rewrite the momentum dependence in terms of the variables x i = k i /k, where in principle k is some arbitrary scale that we will chose to be k 1 , and renaming F (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = k 6 F (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) the three-point function can be written as
